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Is Max Mosley
right on privacy?
Melville-B pown'

Amber

The injunction - not necessarily of the super kind -c is an eS$ential
argues a m~dia lawyer

."';

toql if the right to privacy is to he protected,

All journalists know what an injunction is: a chil wind on freespeech; a legal
guilty andindiscreet can hide. Alternatively, it is an

the

edifice behind which

essential break against the wilder excesses of Fleet Street, and the only
un j listified exposure

worthwhile remedy to the party seeking to prevei\ t the

is theweightgiven tofreespeech in

private information. Such

of his or her

that

this country

generally not step into prevent a

courts will

before it has seen the light of day. Rather, the prospeCt of

is around the corner;

li tigation is a sage reminder that judgmen t day

now, it'warns;:but be

publication
defamation
Publish
fail to substantiate a

damned laterin damages if you

defence;
Eu t privacy is differen t -,ançl this is wherethe injunction comes into its

courts consider that while.areputationdamagedby a false and
defamatory allegation .maybe rectified by a verdiçt .or judgment and

own. The

payment

private materiaL.

of damages, the sarne'cannotbe said of

bag, she

kitten is ouLof the

confidential

cannot

Once the

be stuffed bÇlckiii; To

maintain the status quo until thecompeting.rights can be balancedjna
prevent

substantive hearing, the court may grant. an injunction. to

publication.
an injunction

The well.;established principles on

neither Article 8 of the

guarantees theright to

application include that

European Convention on Human Rights, which
private and family life, nor Article 10,

respect for

which guarantees the righ ttb free speech, . has precedence over the

other.

Where they are in conflict the court focuses in tensely on the facts,
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each right.

considering the. respective justifications for interfering with

Then an ultimate balancing test is çtppVtd. This is precisely what the
applicant wants - to have the chance to argue, before publication, that the

information is private and thåt publication cannot be justified. ,The
other than thejournalistic

respondent,

on the other hand, wants any

thil1g,

or even stopped. By the time the matter gets to court
the news agenda may have moved on and any scoop may have lost all currency.
The debate on media law in England ançl Wales has become distinctly
polarised with many frothing mouths at the far reaches of the debate. Indeed,
the media have been shouting lòudly of late about "draconian libel laws" and
the chiling of free speech through no-win, no-fee agreements (Conditional
Fee Agreements/CFAs). These voices have been heard, with Lord Lester of
Herne Hil framinghis defamation bil last year, the Governnientjumping on
juggernaut to be slowed
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J ackson coming down like a ton of bricks on recovery of success fees in CFA
cases in his review of civil litigation costs.'
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board and proposing to institute a Defamation Act in 2012; and Lord

while

lawyers on the defendant team may pride themselves on tilting

the playing tieldever more in their favour regarding defamation, they fear

that the ball is rolling the other way in relation to privacy. Leading the charge
is the former president of the Federation Internationalede l'Automöbile,
Max Mosley, who argues

that the injunction is the only remedy of value

in

a

privacy action and that by failing to ensure that claimants are notified of
potential privacy infringements in advance, they are deprived this remedy;
makingUK law non-complain t with the EUConven tion.
The

potential negàtive impact on

free speech by an injunction was not
(HRA) was

ignored by legislators when the Human Rights Act 1998

implemented. The act incorporated the Convention and its warringfacti6ns
specifically
applying if a Court "is considering
whether to grant any relief which, if granted, might affect the exercise of the
of

Articles 8 and 10

into English

law; Section 12 of the HRA was

included as protection for the media,

convention right of freedom or' expression". An injunction against
publication is clearly such relief, and it should not be ordered "unless the
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court is satisfied that the applicant is likely to establish that publication
"Likely", the courts have established,.means more
should not be allowed".

likely than not - a mo-re than 50 per cen t chance of success.

Those on the inky--fingered side of the debate have argued that the
injunction has given many - mainly wealthy celebrities ~ too much leeway in
preventingpublicatiqns.before they get safely to bed. But while an injunction

can not only delaybut'kill a story, if you listen carefully through the clamour
of chest-be:itiiig and iiarrumphing, there is a quiet voice of reason that says
worked asà media lawyer on both sides of
divide - now as a full - time claiman t lawyer -1 invi te
you to try on the shoes of the privacy claimant, if only for 2,000 or so words,
and I ask you this: when was the last time you had sex? Where did you do it,
perhaps this is fair and just. Having

the claimant/ defendant

who was your

under the bedclothes or swinging from the light fittings?

partner (or partners)? What positions did you use? Which positions couldn't
hear that...

you

manage? Sorry,! didn't quite

Our tradition

of

a free press allows the media to respond to popular,
footballers and pop stars that are the public's

culture. At present, itis mainly

celebrities of çhoice. But imagine that the newspaper-reading pubtic came
over all Marilyn Monroe in her Arth ur Miller days and preferred something a
celebrity; and in a few years time, what
we really want to learn about might be AlanRusbridger's (fictional) shoe
little more cerebraL. Culture dictates

fetish, the (fictional) cellulite problem of a news reporter at the

Mail

. .

on

Sunday or the sexual proclivities of a producer of Radio Four's Today

programme. Would the injunction seem a little more palatable to thòseinthe
media ifitwere the privacy of their representatives thatwas being'Ìnvaded?

of ùs

The truth is we all have private lives to protect. The fact that some

may be well known Within our sectors. does not mean that our' private
information should be fodder to feed the public's hunger for gossip and
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interest in revealing private

titilation. Only if there is a genuine public

information should it be exposed. And where there' is none, the subject
shòuld have access to a legal device to prevent pubÜcation. The media are
muchbetterplaced tobe'åble to substantiate å public interestjustificatiôn in
able to

favour of publication than is the unknowing subject

of the

be aware that

prevent it.l'he:::latt~r,as the law c~rrently stands, is unlikely to

his privates'~rea~ø~'t to be

article

splashed 'across the front page of anatìonal

newspaper.
The public interest defence in de'famationactions enables journalists to

defend an allegation that might aetuallybe untrue on the grounds that its
publication WaS it1 the public irtterestand was

demonstrating the degree of

usually attempt to show the

published

responsibility

court that he tb'ok all

'exercised, the

responsibly. In
defendant

wil

reasonable steps to
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investigate the story, including putting the allegations to the subject and
reportingaresponse,ifany, in the article; Butthe same is notdoneasamatter
of course

Article

the

publication is likely to engage the subject's

in cases where the

8 rights. Why

the injunction-: if

the different standards? Because of

publication and has an ounce.ofsense
spare, he's likely to reach for his lawyer, who in turn wil reach
confidential genie safe inside his

subject gets

wind of the proposed

and few quid to

out to the judge in an attempt to keep the

lamp.
In reality, we

whether a risk is worth taking with an individual's privacy. I've

considering

been assured
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figures play a'.decisive role .in

all know that circulation

by some-publishers that "it's

our policy to let you

know if we

intend to publish anything about your client". But :Ìsthat perhaps more
honoured in the breach than iti the 0 bservance?Even on our:sideofthefence,
"it's tòo risky to tell them" approach.
we've heard anecdotes

evidencing the

the
European court to require UK law to comply with the Convention by
demanding pre-notification to subjects whose .Article 8 rights wil. be
This is where Max Mosley says the lawmtist change, petitioning

Court of HumahRightsjudgesare deliberating.:

breached; The European
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RelaxingwitbjJroftituttf
i asked about your sexual proclivities. You mighthave politely declined
to respond, but if i told you! already knew your intimate secrets and was
anyway; like most sensible, private people you would

about to pass them on

choice.

have sought to stopthis outrageous liberty. Ma:K Mosley haduo such

Instead,seçret film footage of the exercise of him r~laxing with five
published on the News Group

prostit:utes in a private basement flat was

web

Newspapers

site at the endofMarch2008. It was viewedapproximately
in the

tAmillion times. Mosley's lawyers complained the next day; resulting

vol un tarily removal of the inaterial and the provision of undertakings not to
republish without giving 24 hours'

notice. . On April' 3 that notice was given

and the following day Mosley sought an injunction to prevent anyfurther

publication.

That was pretty swift action by Mosley's legal team - but not swift
enough. Confidential information has been described as "likeanIce cube...
give it to the
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and

by the time

v Guardian

party who has nO refrigerator or wil

not

agree to keep itin one,

of the trial you havejust a pool of water" (Attorney General
the film

Newspapcrs 1987, Spycatcher).The viewing figures for

footage

hits

and 435,000

on the on

line article rather melted Mosley's privacy.

his rìght to privacy as a matter of principle. And

Mosley wen t on to fight for

interest justificationJor
Mosleygot

he won, the defendant failing to establish a public

publication. But his privacy remained breached, and while

£60,000for his troubles, what he didn't get was an injunction.
The argument in favour of pre~notificati0n is good On paper. Damages
can never make private again what has been exposed for the world to see, so an
injunction to prevent this must be the only real remedy. If the opportunity to

obtain this remedy is. denied, the subjectsArtide 8 right cannot be
suffi.cently protected by

the publisher is not obliged to show

English law: If

the claimant
has no chance at aUofobtaining his remedy. But whilepre-notification would
be ironed
out.
his hand

when a potential

privacy invasion is on the cards,

then

make the applicant's lot a happier one, there are practical creases to

Would editors have to notify subjects of a story whenever it threatened
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to stray into Article 8 territory? In practice, few stories don't include

z

something private about the subject. Shoulditbe left to edìtors to assess the

~

Articles 8 and 10? Surely the editor wil usually find his

balance between

proposed publication to be justified on public interest, public dòhiain or
other grounds, notwithstanding the operation afArticle 8, or the story
news

would have been' off the

list

a longtime ago (or never on it). Would his

assessment then relieve him of his responsibility to

that

notify? Wouldn't

make a mockery of anyriotification requirement? And to whóm would the
pre-notification requirement apply; just editors of national newspapers,
sites,
apply to those publishing within the
those publishirigfrom outside but
into that jurisdiction?
magazines

and
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web

television and radio programmes? Or editors of

commentators and bloggers?Would it

jurisdiction of England and Wales

No

sanction would

or also

be

suspects, but a pre-

acceptable to the media, one

be necessary if the media were mòre
wary ôf the consequences of wrongly balancing their Article 10 rights
against the Article 8 rights of others. A publisher may take a conscious
notification requitement might not

of an individual's privacy rights

decision to publish in flagrant disregard

surprisingly; that revenue for
equals
pots of cash for the publisher. But if he'could be sanctioned in exemplary
might bea significant disincentive.
with' newspaper

simply

having done the maths and found, un

newspapers sold minus costs

damages and

and damages for privacy invasion stil

punitive costs, that

Currently, therisk*versus""reward balance is wrong,
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exception
action post-publication. The press could take a
m code for broadcasters, ,which imposes a dllty to offer an

editors knowing only too well that few subjects - Mosley being an

- will pursue a High Court

leaf out of the Of

co

opportunity to contribute to the broadcast to anyone where omission to do

this requirement may result in a
tan tial fine. But the publishing regulator - the press's own beast, the

so could be unfair. Failure to abide by

subs

Commission - does not have the power to order fines or
other serious sanctions.
an t media lawyers can attest to the right balance having been
various privacy injunctions obtained, for example
where the media would, unless restrained, havepublished,without authority
Press Complaints

Claim

achieved in respect of
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or justification private details concerning

treatment, about

marriage

a dientsmedicalcondition and
breakdown, details 9f a company's

recovery

plan

risking prejudice to the business and threatening vast numbers of jobs.
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Sometimes, the media have to be kept in check, and curren tly injunctions

not deceive ourselves- injunctions arenot
out by judges like candy in a sweet shop. Back in 2001, television
presenter Jamie Theakston was unable to prevent the publication of an

are the only way to do so. But let's
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exposed his attendance at a brothel, although the judge did
injunct the publication of the photographs taken by one of the wom~n

article that

preaent on the grounds that this would invade his privacy "in a most

humiliating way". And footballer John Terry was similarly unsuccessful last
year, when Mr Justice Tugendhat found that the real reason for hisinjunction
application was not to protect his private life but to prevent damage to his
commercial reputation.

Even where claimants are successful, the media may not always be
deprived of a story. Take ThatsHoward Donald successfully prevented a
former partner from talking about the private confidences shared between .
them, buttheanonymitygiven to him at the outset was later removed-to
use the colloquial term, his injunction had been downgraded from "super~
injunction" - affording anon:ymity to the applicant and non-disclosure that

an injunction had been obtained - to plain injunction.
was sought by Prince Albert
Back in 1848, the remedy of an injunction
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and ordered by the court, to prevent "a sordid spying into the privacy of
domestic life" (Albert v Strange (1848)). Which of us would feel differently if

the privacy shoe were on our foot and the injunction the only

option to

protect our own domestic life? Some may seek to abuse the remedy of an
injunction; most do not and seek only to protect their private lives where
there is no proper justification for its exposure, save for satisfying the curious
pu blic' s appeti te for wha tone judge des

cri bed as "vapid ti ttle- tattle" .
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Melville-Brown is a media law specialist "of counsel" solicitor atprivate client law

firm Withers. Soliçitor Natalie McEvoy provided,additionalresearchfor this article
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